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FIG. 2. The maximum of the thermal resistance in

the intermediate state as a function of the reduced tem-
perature with theoretical curves for various values of
P. Closed circles, 0.186-mm specimen; open circles,
0.095-mm specimen.

variation with temperature of the energy gap e,(T)
from the experimental data if P is known.
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We wish to report the discovery of long-period
de Haas —van Alphen oscillations in iron, to our
knowledge the first time that the effect has been
observed in a ferromagnetic metal; its discovery
puts an end to the speculation that there might be
some intrinsic reason whereby the existence of
ferromagnetism would inhibit the effect in princi-
ple. ' The present preliminary results shed but

little light on the nature of the Fermi surface;
indeed, major improvements in technique will
be necessary in order to carry out a detailed
study. However, the results obtained so far sug-
gest that the usual theory of the de Haas —van
Alphen effect' can be applied to conduction elec-
trons in a ferromagnetic metal when the applied
field H is replaced by the total field B.
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FIG. l. Upper trace: de Haas —van Alphen oscillations
in a [110) Fe whisker. Lower trace: magnetic field; the
horizontal calibration lines are in steps of 11.41 kG,
lowest line 22. 82 kG. Peak field 115 kG, pulse duration
15 msec. Time increases from right to left; total sweep
2 msec.
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The iron single crystals were "whiskers" grown
by the Brenner methods by Dr. R. W. DeBlois of
General Electric Research Laboratory, Sche-
nectady, New York. The whiskers were of 8-
mm length and about 0. 1 mm thick, with their
tips rounded by electropolishing, 4 and were found
to have resistance ratios @293 K/p4 2 K lying
between 200 and 300. The de Haas —van Alphen
oscillations were observed between 1 and O'K,
using the impulsive-field technique under reso-
nance conditions, ' with the whiskers oriented
parallel to the field. Figure 1 shows the oscil-
lations in a [110Jwhisker; they are of very low

amplitude and, in fact, cannot be clearly ob-
served without use of the resonance technique.
The measurements reported here are for falling
field only, since the rising-field oscillations are
complicated by interference with the abnormally
violent ringing of the pick-up circuit following
the start of the pulse.

Figure 2 shows a plot vs integers u of the val-
ues of the reciprocal of the applied magnetic
field H at the minima of the oscillations of Fig. 1.
The points are always found to lie on smooth
curves and not on straight lines, indicating that
the oscillations are not strictly periodic in H ~,

as they would be for a nonferromagnetic metal.
Instead, we assume that the oscillations have a
constant period P, in (a+a, ) ', where ao is a
constant internal field. If ~g is now regarded as
a continuous variable, the field dependence of
the slope S =d(a ')/dn of the integer plot (for
either maxima or minima) should be given by

as" = p,"(a+a,).

The oscillations may be analyzed most reliably

I

4
n

by measuring the slope Sz at the maximum of
the resonance where the signal-to-noise ratio
is greatest; the position of the resonance maxi-
mum, H~, can be made to occur between 40 kG
and 70 kG by varying the resonant frequency of
the pick-up circuit and the profile of the field
pulse. In Fig. 3 we give a plot of H S~"' vss
a for [100] and [110Jwhiskers; within experi-
mental accuracy we find a linear relation in ac-
cordance with Eq. (1), and a least squares fit
gives the following values of I'p and Hp'.

Orientation ].{)~F0 {G ~) 00 {kG)

[100]
[110]

2. 16 + 0. 15
2. 71 ~ 0. 16

21.4 ~1.9
21.9 + 1.7

%'hen the oscillations are analyzed in the above
manner, the variation in phase across a reso-
nance gives rise to systematic errors in I'p and
Hp. Rough estimates of this effect suggest that
the periods may be too large by as much as 10 $
and that the values of Hp may be too small by
a similar amount. The systematic errors aris-
ing from eddy currents and demagnetizing ef-

FIG. 2. Plot of 0 ' at the minima of the oscillations
in Fig. 1 vs integers n. S is the slope of the curve at
the resonance maximum.
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in the period of the oscillations given by

P(H) = ~(0)/(1+ ~a),

where
a=(dE /dH)(eh/m c) '(m*/m )P(0)
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FIG. 3. Variation of HP 2 with H .y'

fects should be small.
The values of H, agree well with the saturation

magnetization 4vM~ =21.8 kG, and within experi-
mental error the oscillations appear to be strict-
ly periodic in 8 '=(H+4nMs) '. Our findings
thus suggest that the usual theory of the de Haas-
van Alphen effect' can be carried over to a fer-
romagnetic metal by simply replacing H by the
total field 8; this, in turn, would imply that the
field quantity entering into the Lorentz force
acting on a conduction electron in iron is B rath-
er than —,'(B+H). ' Periods of order 10 7 G ' re-
flect relatively small parts of the Fermi surface,
and H, is, in fact, the average internal field ex-
perienced by a conduction electron in a large
real-space orbit with mean radius of roughly
500 lattice spacings at H= 50 kG. There also
appears to be some poorly resolved oscillations
of still longer period (-10 a G '), but so far
pulses up to 200 kG have revealed no clear evi-
dence of faster oscillations associated with larg-
er sections of the Fermi surface.

Walmsleyo has measured a linear shift in the
Fermi level of iron with applied magnetic field.
A linear shift will give rise to a field dependence

The cyclotron mass m* is found to be about 0.25
x m, from the temperature dependence of the
amplitude of the oscillations. From this value
and%almsley's result, we estimate zH =—10
at H = 50 kG; the correction to the values of P,
is thus negligibly small.

The stimulus to study the present iron whiskers
came from a conversation with Dr. D. S. Rodbell.
%e are most grateful to Dr. DeBlois for giving
us the high-quality whiskers, and to him and
Dr. Rodbell for helpful discussions. %e are
also indebted to Dr. D. Shoenberg for pointing
out an error in an earlier analysis, and wish to
thank Mr. P. T. Panousis for help with the meas-
urements.
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